Human Rights and Cultural Memory Fall 2015
Argentina and Chile Entry Requirements

U.S. Citizens
Due to the limited duration of the program time in Argentina and Chile, U.S. citizens are not required to have an Argentine or Chilean Visa for this program. However, U.S. Citizens should be prepared to pay a $160 reciprocity fee before entering Argentina. This fee is set by the government of Argentina and is subject to change at any time. You must pay this fee online before you travel. The most recent information from the U.S. Department of State is here:

Use the following link and follow the instructions to make your payment:

http://www.migraciones.gov.ar/pdf_varios/reciprocidad/Online_payment_instructions.pdf#zoom=100

Do not forget to print the payment receipt. On arrival in Argentina, this printed receipt must be presented at Immigration Control. The receipt will be scanned by the Immigration officials, the information will be checked, and the traveler’s entry to the country registered.

Upon arrival in Argentina, you will be granted a 90-day tourist visa.

Non-U.S. Citizens
Non-U.S. Citizens may be required to obtain a visa to participate in this program. Students should contact the Consulate of Argentina and the Consulate of Chile immediately to find out about entry requirements. You must also check that you will be able to return to the U.S. without issue when the program ends.

AB 540 Students
AB540 students should consult an immigration attorney to evaluate the risks of potentially being unable to re-enter the United States and any impact that participation in UCEAP might have on any deferred action applications.

For more information, refer to the Travel Planning section of your Program Guide.
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